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FROM THE CEO

Your
Mission,
Should You
Choose to
Accept It
BY GARY BURNISON

T

he mission was always found in a
phone booth, a vending machine,
a parked car or other mundane
location. The tape recording that
detailed “your mission, should you
choose to accept it,” ended with the chilling
warning that in the event of capture, all knowledge would be disavowed. With a puff of smoke,
the tape self-destructed in 10 seconds.
As a boy growing up in Kansas, my favorite
TV show was Mission Impossible. I loved the disguises and techno-gadgets, and the fact that you
couldn’t always distinguish the good guys from
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the bad guys at first. Watching that show, week
after week, I wanted to grow up with my own
“mission impossible” one day.
Flash-forward 40 years. Like every other
leader I’ve met recently, as a CEO I face unprecedented levels of uncertainty, ambiguity and
constant change that make every day a
“mission impossible.”
Over time, leaders have periodically faced
upheavals, from world wars to technological
advancements that changed how we live and
work. But today is different. During a recent
two-hour conversation with former UK Prime
Minister Tony Blair, our wide-ranging discussion covered everything from globalization and
geopolitics to the environment. Later, in a private
conversation, he emphasized the uniqueness of
these times—truly like none other in history.
The world is flat and borderless, yet also
walled with protectionism. Change is everywhere: US interest rates, after an extended period
at essentially zero, are rising. Within a deeply
divided political climate, there are attempts to
reform healthcare and revise tax laws. Unemployment is low, but wages are stagnant. Given
that the average length of an economic cycle is
just over five years, the current expansion in the
US is undeniably in a late stage.
A year after the UK’s Brexit vote, Europe is
still feeling the reverberations. France’s new
president, Emmanuel Macron, has his hopes on
revitalizing the European Union as being key
to his country’s economy. German Chancellor
Angela Merkel faces an election in September;
despite her popularity, in today’s uncertain times,
nothing can be taken for granted. In Asia, growth
continues, but all eyes are on China’s economy.
Geopolitical hotspots and terrorism fears erupt
with unnerving frequency.
How can leaders accept the mission of coping
with today’s conflicted reality?
The answer can be found in two timeless
abilities that define leadership: to anticipate and
to navigate. Anticipation starts with the reality of
today, using the known to forecast the unknown
of what’s likely to be beyond the horizon. It means
projecting, having a Plan A and a Plan B—plus
Plans C and D to cover the possible contingencies.

F

ortunately, leaders don’t have to go it alone.
Just as Mission Impossible had its team that
saved the world every week, as a leader you must
rely on your team—people on the front lines
with their fingers on the pulse of change. The
best leaders, whether at the helm of companies
or countries, know how to
make anticipation a team
sport by establishing an
organizational culture
that creates and elevates
world-class observers.
Actively anticipating
requires a change of
thinking. Setting a
strategy is not a once-ayear exercise. As I’ve said
before, such arcane exercises inevitably come
11 months too late. Strategic thinking must be
about decision-making and course-correcting in
the midst of the storms and surrounded by the
fog of uncertainty. And, all the while, leaders who
are trying to set a long-term plan face intense
demands from board members, shareholders and
Wall Street for steadily improving results every
quarter.
Navigation is the companion skill to anticipation. Navigating uses objectivity and clarity to
observe and react to what is. It involves coursecorrection in real-time when the unexpected

occurs, whether an obstacle or an opportunity.
Together, anticipating and navigating require
world-class agility that stretches the intellectual
and strategic abilities of even the best leaders.
As a leader, you must engage all your senses,
including your intuition. Rather than rely on
what you know, you must
delve into what you don’t—
with insatiable curiosity
that seeks to understand
“why,” while also asking,
“why not?”
Expand and alter your
perceptions. What looks
like an obstacle or an
insurmountable challenge
may be an opportunity in
disguise—if you are willing to look beyond the
mask of the obvious.
This is the mission, impossible though it may
seem. Although you do have the choice of whether
to accept it, as a leader, your only real answer is
“yes”—before the tape destructs in 10 seconds.

The answer can
be found in two timeless
abilities that define
leadership: to anticipate
and to navigate.

•
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ON THE
HORIZON
THE LATEST THINKING

BY PETER LAURIA

Why Companies Fall
Out of Line

A new study
finds leaders
look at their
own abilities and
organizations
through rosecolored glasses.

Artwork by: Borja Bonaque
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ON THE
HORIZON
THE LATEST THINKING

t first glance, it sounds pretty good. Asked if

their companies were making the right strategic and
talent moves, among other steps, leaders around
the world gave a slew of upbeat ratings.
The only hitch was that one group didn’t
quite see it that way: the employees.
Welcome to that all-too-elusive goal nearly
every company dreams of: reaching the top of
Mount Alignment. In a perfect world, leaders and
their troops would agree on where the company
stands—good or bad—on a host of critical traits.
Is the company doing a good job of setting and
clarifying goals? Is the strategy where it should
be? Compensation—way off or right on target? Whatever the answers, leaders and workers
would generally agree on the focus and use their
strength in numbers to move forward.
But according to new Korn Ferry Institute
research that takes a globally deep dive into all this,
alignment is still off-kilter overall, despite years of
effort and untold billions of dollars to get things
in line. And the problem appears to start at the
top: In every strategic dimension of its business,
it’s senior management that gives the company
higher marks than everyone else. “It makes sense
that leaders would have a bullish outlook on them-

selves and their organizations, but to see such misalignment across every category is troubling,” says
Michael Distefano, Korn Ferry’s chief marketing
officer and chief operating officer for Asia Pacific.
“The question is, how can leadership close the gap
to drive greater performance?”
Although it doesn’t make many headlines,
alignment is one of those key components that
can make or break a company. Sound strategies
and vision from the C-suite are great to have, but
if employees don’t see what’s in it for them, or if
the message mutates from the top, then competitors can pounce. And fast integration throughout an organization is especially important in
today’s ever-shifting global economy and upending tech disruptions.
Yet it’s tricky for a company to know whether
its alignment is off. For the study, researchers surveyed nearly 1,000 executives to get their views
on seven key business dimensions and found significant perception gaps between the views of
senior management and those of middle managers

Eye to Eye

IN LINE:
NORTH AMERICA

WE SURVEYED NEARLY 1,000
executives globally to compare their
views on seven key business dimensions,
such as accountability and fairness. Here’s
how, by region, senior management’s
ranking of the company’s “leadership”
differed from general employees’.

1.2%
 ATING
R
DIFFERENCE

See kornferryinstitute.com
for more details.
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and general employees. The biggest were in
“vision and purpose” (the company’s goals) and
“commitment” (its ability to motivate employees),
suggesting there is work to be done communicating goals and offering better career development.
Not all of this is surprising. In his best-selling
book, “When Cultures Collide,” author Richard
D. Lewis argues that no two cultures view leadership in the same light, and academia has long
debated the topic. “It is difficult for managers to
manage upwards and downwards,” says Tomas ChamorroPremuzic, professor of business psychology at University
College London and author
of “The Talent Delusion.”
“Senior leadership is usually
more strategic and focused on
the big picture, whereas middle managers are typically
more focused on everyday activities.”
In some regions, managers do seem to be
bridging the gap better. In North America, the
boss and staff ranked nearly all seven conditions
equally high. (The only noticeable gap was in
senior management’s more upbeat view of their
company’s “accountability and fairness,” understandable as this category contemplates compensation.) But in the Europe/Middle East/Africa
region, the top tier was significantly apart from

everyone else in about half of the categories.
And in Asia Pacific, there were significant gaps
in all categories. Citing more data, Janice Ho,
senior director and head of research at Korn Ferry
Institute, says only a third of employees are highly
engaged in that region, and open communication
from senior management is not as common as it is
in other parts of the world. Employees tend to suggest ideas in subtle ways or with non-verbal cues,
she says. “They shy away from asking an authority figure any questions, for
fear of being seen as challenging authority.” She adds that
may change as more millennials
enter the workforce there.
Indeed, several demographic
and economic trends may be
working in many companies’
favor throughout the world,
with globalization breaking
down regional distinctions that throw off alignment. And experts say better alignment only leads
to better “discretionary energy,” where employees work harder and are more committed. “The
research shows greater alignment means more of
the kind of discretionary energy that maximizes
performance and the bottom line,” says Distefano.
“It drives understanding and accountability on
both sides.”
In other words, a world more in line.

Artwork by: Borja Bonaque

Better
alignment
leads to more
“discretionary
energy.”

PRETTY CLOSE:
EUROPE/MIDDLE EAST/
AFRICA (EMEA)
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ON THE
HORIZON
ON THE BOARD

BY KAREN KANE

Help Wanted: ‘Climate
Competent’ Directors
More boards are being pressed to include
a new type of expert.
rctic ice caps melting.
Raging debates over
the Paris climate
agreement. And, oh
yes, a hot new director job inside
at least some boardrooms.
Turns out there is no subject
the modern board can ignore.
Along with weighing company
dividends and CEO comp packages, some boards are debuting
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a new responsibility: considering how climate change will
impact strategy, budgets,
business plans and every other
aspect of the firm. Already, of
course, companies are designing
products that use less energy,
while others are demanding
suppliers become more energy
efficient. But the most recent
push has been to bring on board

members who are “climate competent.” Indeed, some firms have
even made it a mandatory part of
director duties on their boards’
governance and public affairs
committee.
The subject is as thorny as
any, but analysts say demanding that company management
give regular updates about the
firm’s climate-related risks and

opportunities is becoming part
of the bottom-line agenda inside
boardrooms. “Board members are
bound by fiduciary duties that now
extend to considering environmental factors when providing oversight
for strategy and risk,” says Peter

manager, pressed the companies
in which it owns stakes to disclose
much more about how they are
preparing for the impact of climate
change on their businesses. Rather
than just divest, State Street,
CalPERS and other asset managers

skill set, so there is a scramble of
sorts to find them. Heather Zichal,
one-time top climate and
energy advisor to former
President Barack Obama, is now
a director at a natural gas firm.
Earlier this year, ExxonMobil

Artwork by: Beppe Giacobbe

Some Australian legal experts say
directors could be liable for not
weighing climate-related risks.
Gleason, president and CEO of the
National Association of Corporate
Directors (NACD).
For some boards, it’s been a
natural evolution. At Prudential
Financial, the board’s focus on
sustainability has evolved from
looking at social and environmental risks to applying a climatechange perspective in reviewing
the company’s overall strategy, says
Margaret Foran, the firm’s chief
governance officer and corporate
secretary. Legal considerations
may force similar changes, depending on where; in Australia, for
instance, a growing number of law
experts believe board directors
could be held personally liable
if they fail to properly consider
and disclose foreseeable climaterelated risks.
Elsewhere, activist investors
are demanding that companies
start taking climate change into
account. CalPERS and CalSTRS,
the California-based pension
funds that collectively invest
almost half a trillion dollars, is
now asking companies in which
they own stock to recruit greenknowledgeable directors. And this
spring, State Street Global Advisors, the world’s third-largest asset

have decided to challenge board
directors who aren’t adjusting.
“We can affect change by being
owners,” says Steve Waygood, chief
responsible investment officer of
the London-based Aviva, which has
more than $400 billion in assets
under management. “It’s better
than simply walking away from
the problem.”
Of course, all this expertise
isn’t in every potential director’s

A GREEN-MINDED
CHECKLIST
Assign a committee that
oversees the area.
Recruit directors with
climate-change expertise.
Disclose business
risks and opportunities.
Engage with
shareholders
and other
stakeholders on
climate issues.

appointed noted climate
scientist Susan Avery as a
director. Avery helped the
US National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
formulate a national plan for
climate research and was a
member of the scientific advisory
board to Ban Ki-moon when
he was secretary-general of the
United Nations.
With such superstars few
and far between, however, many
companies will rely on educating at
least one director on climatechange issues. The NACD recently
released a report specifically on
how directors can improve their
oversight of climate change and
other environment and sustainability issues. And the Financial
Stability Board, an influential
agency that oversees risk for insurers and banks worldwide, released
guidelines for climate-change
disclosure. Aviva’s Waygood, who
is on the task force that came up
with the guidelines, says that getting boards up to speed on climate
change likely will take some
time, but it has to be done. He
says, “Climate risk, for many sectors, more than they realize, is a
material issue.”

•
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ON THE
HORIZON
PIPELINE

BY RUSSELL PEARLMAN

In Search of
Healthier Healthcare
A new model
for lowering
healthcare costs
is on the rise.
It just needs the
right leaders.

H

e assumed it would
be a pain in the knee.
Having already had
one knee replaced
years ago, the CEO now had
chronic pain in his other knee.
He envisioned a healthcare
experience as painful as the last
time—with long waits for X-rays,
then an MRI (with separate bills
for each, of course), capped off
by a five-minute talk with an
indifferent doctor recommending costly surgery.
Instead, the orthopedist thoroughly examined the CEO’s knee
to determine whether replacement surgery was really the best
option. Then the doctor teamed
up with a physical therapist
and pharmacist to collectively
work out a rehab and pain-relief
regimen. The CEO paid a flat fee
and left the office, happy to have
a plan to get his knee healthy
and for it to stay that way.
US healthcare reform may be
making big headlines in Washington, but there’s a movement
in the industry that’s happening
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Artwork by: Viktor Koen

regardless—and is every bit as
important. It’s called “value-based
care,” and it may turn the $3.2 trillion system on its head—if the
right leaders can figure out how to
implement it.
Currently, offering healthcare is
mostly built on volume. A doctor
or hospital gets paid the most by
treating as many patients, ordering
as many procedures and administering as many tests as possible. Few
people really like this fee-for-service
system—it’s costly for everyone.
Medical professionals find it taxing,
patients grow impatient, and no one
necessarily gets better. Enter valuebased care, a model in which doctors
and hospitals are paid to keep people
healthy and to improve the health
of chronic sufferers in a fact-based,
cost-effective way.
Already the idea has attracted
some heavy hitters, including Medicare, which has set up long-term,
value-based reimbursement plans
for many procedures, while a vast
array of consultants and software
firms help measure outcomes,
develop payment systems and build
other critical infrastructure to make
the new model work.
But while the transition chugs
along, analysts say that finding the
people to run it is turning out to be
a serious headache. The problem is,
some of the skills that make for a
great leader in a fee-for-service environment are counterproductive in
the new model. The next generation
of healthcare leaders is going to have
to be “considerably more resultsdriven, collaborative and flexible
than the people in charge now,” says
Mountasser Kadrie, director of
the Master of Healthcare Administration program at Walden University.
Under fee-for-service, leaders

The change
to valuebased care
is happening
regardless of
healthcare
reform in
Washington.
need to make decisions fast, delegate well and optimize workflow.
In the value-based system, however,
some of the most highly prized
skills are persuasiveness, creativity
and a focus on long-term outcomes.
Some medical organizations are
looking at leadership candidates
they once passed over because those
candidates’ best traits are suddenly
a great fit for a value-based model.
Better people skills are becoming a necessity, too. “If the goal is
to keep you out of the hospital,

A NEW RX FOR
LEADERSHIP TRAITS
AGILITY Is comfortable with
unanticipated changes and
has an appetite for risk-taking.
NETWORK BUILDING

Can build relationships inside
and outside the organization.
INNOVATION CULTIVATION

Creates better ways for the
organization to be successful.
PERSUASIVENESS

Uses compelling arguments to
gain commitment of others.

then medical professionals are
going to have to collaborate,” says
Donna Bak, who trains doctors in
value-based healthcare as a senior
partner at Peak Sales Performance,
a Sandler Training center. Some
organizations are even teaching
their medical professionals simply
to be nicer, advising them to skip
the condescending voice and to
stop telling people, “You can’t
believe everything you read on the
Internet.” Having a positive attitude will help win over the patients,
administrators and insurance professionals with whom healthcare
leaders will need to collaborate
(interestingly, TV’s surly Dr. House
likely would not fit well in a valuesbased environment).
Another critical skill: agility.
Any business-model shift can get
messy, and healthcare—with its
disparate interest groups, regulations and specialty niches—is no
exception. Unfortunately, agility is
not needed or desired in the current
environment. “You need a combination of developing existing leaders
and finding new ones,” says Harry
Greenspun, chief medical officer
and managing director of Korn
Ferry’s Health Solutions practice.
The rollout of value-based care
has been slow; one survey showed
that only a few healthcare organizations have tested the model
even on a pilot basis. Meanwhile,
another recent survey indicated
that 40 percent of doctors prefer
fee-for-service. But the change is
likely coming, Bak says, because
the value-based model makes a
compelling case for lowering costs
and improving patient health. It’s
up to healthcare organizations to
develop leaders who not only adapt
to the change but help shape it.

•
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ON THE
HORIZON
HISTORY LESSONS

BY GLENN RIFKIN

The Man Behind
the Crooked E
Enron’s Jeffrey Skilling made everyone more
skeptical of ‘great’ leaders.

I

n February 2019, with little
fanfare, Jeffrey K. Skilling
likely will walk out of a
Montgomery, Ala., federal
prison a free man. Skilling, the
former CEO of Enron Corporation, will have served 14 years of
a 24-year sentence for masterminding one of America’s costliest corporate frauds.
The Enron saga may have faded
a bit from memory given the Wall
Street meltdown in 2008 that
triggered the Great Recession and
nearly collapsed the global economy. But in 2002, Enron and its
“crooked E” logo were symbols of
corporate America gone wrong—a
phantom business run by leaders
who cared about only their own
finances. Skilling’s actions cost
investors and Enron employees billions, but it may have cost leaders

of all organizations something
more valuable: credibility.
It didn’t start out that way,
of course. Skilling graduated in
the top 5 percent of his Harvard
Business School class in 1979
and eventually became one of
the youngest-ever partners at
the consulting giant McKinsey &
Company. His consulting work
for Enron so impressed company
founder Kenneth Lay that, in
1990, Lay hired the young Skilling
as CEO of Enron’s Capital and
Trade Resources division. Skilling
foresaw massive potential not in
producing energy or moving it
from place to place but in trading
securities based on the energy’s
value. By the late 1990s, the
once-sleepy Houston firm was a
$100 billion trading juggernaut,
making it the darling of nearly

everyone. (Fortune named it
“America’s Most Innovative Company” for six straight years.) “We
are no longer an energy company.
We are a company that makes
markets,” Skilling said in 2000.
By then Enron was the
seventh-largest US corporation
by market value trading paper,
coal, metals, plastics, chemicals,
even Internet bandwidth. Skilling
called ExxonMobil a dinosaur
and boasted that there was a
“very reasonable chance” that
Enron would become the largest
corporation in the world. “He was
the smartest guy in the executive
suite and the least reluctant to
let you know it,” the Houston
Chronicle wrote of Skilling.
But Enron’s rise was based on
vastly inflated profits and a business structure so opaque that few

The Smartest Guy in The Room
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1990

2000

Enron founder Kenneth Lay
hires Jeffrey Skilling

Enron
reaches
No. 7
on the
Fortune
500 list

February 2001
Skilling becomes
CEO, gets $132 million
pay package

August 2001
Skilling resigns,
citing personal
reasons

Photography: portrait: Pam Francis/Liaison/Getty Images; Enron sign: James Nielsen/AFP/Getty Images;
courtroom: Stephen J. Boitano/LightRocket/Getty Images; newspaper: NY Daily News Archive/Getty Images

people outside a handful of senior
executives really knew what was
happening. In early 2001, some
analysts, investors and journalists
became skeptical of Enron’s seemingly magical ability to produce billions in profits while owning few
assets. More people started asking
questions, and soon investors
learned about Enron’s accounting
practice of hiding losses in special
accounts that didn’t appear on the
firm’s financial statements.
It wasn’t necessarily the company’s accounting that made Skilling so reviled, however. It was his
actions as the scandal unfolded.
Throughout 2001, Skilling and
Lay publicly stated that everything was fine and that Enron’s
share price would rebound. At the
same time, the duo sold tens of
millions of dollars of stock based
on insider information about the
company’s actual losses. Outside
investors lost billions while many
of Enron’s 20,000 employees lost
their jobs and life savings. Enron
filed for what at the time was
largest Chapter 11 bankruptcy in
business history. (It was surpassed
by Lehman Brothers in 2008.)
In 2006, Skilling was convicted
of securities fraud, insider trading
and conspiracy. (Lay was also convicted but died before sentencing.)
The duo emerged as two of America’s most notorious corporate
villains; Time magazine placed
the combo of Skilling and Lay

Jeffrey Skilling in 2000.
second only to Bernie Madoff on
a 2009 list of the Top 10 Crooked
CEOs. Skilling long maintained
his innocence, saying that Enron
was “complicated,” and there had
never been criminal intent behind
his actions. A succession of judges
and juries didn’t believe him. In
2013, he agreed to pay $45 million
and drop his appeals in exchange
for a 10-year reduction in jail time.
The saga inspired a bestselling book, “The Smartest Guys
in the Room” by Bethany McLean
and Peter Elkind, which portrayed
Skilling as a brilliant but egomaniacal, abrasive workaholic who
refused to accept any responsibility for the company’s fraudulent
and destructive behavior. “The
tale of Enron is a story of human
weakness, of hubris and greed

and rampant self-delusion; of
ambition run amok,” McLean and
Elkind wrote.
Stakeholders were disgusted
by the Enron scandal and similar
high-profile frauds of the early
2000s, and the United States
enacted stricter regulations and
financial reporting requirements
for companies. The SarbanesOxley Act made the CEO and
CFO individually responsible for
the accuracy of their company’s
financial reports and set new
disclosure mandates for boards,
among other things. Nearly a
dozen other countries enacted
similar laws. Thanks to Skilling,
leaders all over the world can no
longer say they are honest, consistent and transparent; they have to
go to great lengths to prove it.
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December 2001

May 2006

June 2013

Enron files for bankruptcy

Skilling is convicted,
later sentenced to
24 years in prison

Skilling agrees to
drop appeals and
pay $45 million
in exchange for
reduced jail time

February 2004
Skilling is indicted on fraud
and conspiracy charges;
pleads not guilty
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EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

The Battle of the Brain

W

e’ve heard it
since childhood and it
sounds so easy. Control
yourself. Don’t let your
emotions get the best of
you. And then we read
about a sports star with
millions of dollars at stake
who has lost it—not on the
field but in some escapade
or in domestic abuse.
That’s followed by reports
of some unfortunate travails by a corporate leader,
such as Uber’s former
CEO. All we can do is
shake our heads.
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At least the head is
the right place to start to
understand this behavior.
This all reflects a battle
in the brain. It is a battle
that revolves around
impulse control, the
tug-of-war between
getting what you want
now and at any cost, and
a moderating counterforce that just says no.
These opposing forces
are significant for any
leader, of course, since
being too impulsive can
spell trouble—not just in
sports or the C-suite, but
everywhere.
Every corporate culture has its own implicit
ground rules, and with
executives shifting from
one company to another
so often now, it is a matter of survival to learn
them fast. Take one executive I know who shifted
from a quick-response,
constant-time-urgency
company to one with a
more laid-back pace. His
fast-paced style that had
previously worked well
came across as impatient
and rude. And the mismatch cost him: Before
he realized what was

going on, he wound up
left off crucial conference
calls. Only eventually
did his boss warn him to
take it easy, slow down,
listen people out.
The sports star, the
headline-grabbing CEO
and the too-quick executive are, at the brain level,
telling one and the same
story: the eternal tension
between the prefrontal
areas and the amygdala—between ego and
id, as Freud would say.
The prefrontal circuitry,
just behind the forehead,
operates as the brain’s
executive center. When
this area predominates,
we are at our rational
best, able to take in
information fully and
respond most adaptively.
It activates while we
comprehend, learn, plan,
weigh pros and cons, and
execute well.
The amygdala, part of
the emotional circuitry
in the midbrain, between
the ears, acts as the
trigger for our fightflight-or-freeze response.
In evolution, this neural
node asked that key
question for survival:

Goleman is author
of the international
best-seller “Emotional
Intelligence.” See
morethansound.net
for his new primer,
“Emotional
Self-Control.”

B Y DA N I E L
GOLEMAN

One sign of maturity can be
seen in increasing the gap between
impulse and action.
“Do I eat it or does it eat
me?” Today that takes the
form of, “Am I safe?” and
“Can I get what I want
right now?”
In the design of the
brain, the amygdala has a
privileged position. When
it reads signals that there
is an emergency, these
impulsive circuits can
hijack the prefrontal
areas and take over our
decision-making. The
result can be anger, fear
or a grab for pleasure.
The amygdala spurs us
to take what we want, do
whatever we like. One
sure sign of an amygdala
hijack is regretting what
you just said or did.
Amygdala hijacks
are not always so obvious; sometimes they
are a slow boil, not an
outburst. Consider,
for example, someone
who can’t stand a boss

or colleague but is
helpless to change the
situation. The person
makes half adaptations,
holds in frustrations
and stays flooded with
stress hormones like
cortisol, which do more
than create agita. Those
hormones borrow energy
from other biological reservoirs, like the immune
system. Being susceptible
to every cold that comes
through the office or that
the kids bring home
from school can be one
sign of this.
One indication of
maturity can be seen
in increasing the gap
between impulse and
action. In the emotional
intelligence world, we
call this “emotional
self-control,” one of the
dozen competencies that
Korn Ferry Hay Group
research finds distinguish

outstanding leaders from
average ones. With this
competency, a leader can
keep disruptive emotions
and impulses in check
and maintain effectiveness even under the most
stressful conditions.
And with such calm
comes clarity.
All these competencies are learnable
capacities; we need not
be at the mercy of the
amygdala. A big help
here is mindfulness,
which lets us pick up on
the signals that a hijack
is brewing and shortcircuit the impulse. For
instance, we can sense an
angry impulse as it starts
to stir up self-righteous
indignation. With mindfulness we can see those
thoughts coming, and
remind ourselves that
we don’t have to believe
them. This creates an

inner choice point we did
not have before.
And it can make all
the difference in the
world, as it did for the
CEO of a national real
estate company. He used
to blow up at bad news
so often he ended up in
an information bubble,
where fearful subordinates spun bad results
in a better direction.
But a therapist showed
him that his own fear
of failure triggered his
amygdala attacks. With
that understanding, and
a bit of mindfulness,
he learned to spot his
impulse to lash out while
it was still coming and
tilt to the prefrontal
cortex. The result? His
staff became more candid—and now this CEO
has a more realistic sense
of how the business is
actually doing.

•
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THE GLOBAL ECONOMY

A World of Doubts

I

t was 2013, and the decision in China hardly
raised any eyebrows in
the global investment community—at least at first.
Concerned about rogue
financing, the government
said it would crack down
on so-called “shadow banking” firms, which are financial institutions that operate
with little or no regulation.
Too much bad lending,
China’s leaders said, could
mean a repeat of 2008.
Which appeared to make
sense, except that over time,
the move exposed a major
weakness in China: its
inability to attract enough
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investment and to switch
to a US-style consumerled economy at the same
time. The crackdown
would squeeze lending
too much, and China’s
economy slowed. But most
importantly, it created new
doubts about the nation’s
policies—and ultimately a
dramatic exodus of international investment.
All of which raises a
curious question: How do
you anticipate and measure investor confidence
on a large scale? Watching the business news
cycles or gyrating stock
market, it would be easy
to assume confidence
tracks geopolitical sentiment closely, shifting on
every bit of news from
the White House or on
Brexit spewing out of the
UK Parliament. But it
doesn’t work that way. It
works much slower and
differently.
A group of enterprising
academics have figured
this out and developed a
robust measure of doubt
about policy matters. It’s
known as the Economic
Policy Uncertainty Index,
invented by Scott Baker,

Nicholas Bloom and
Steve Davis, professors at
Northwestern University,
Stanford University and
the University of Chicago,
respectively. They do this
by tracking newspaper
stories on only economic
policy uncertainty—not
any political issues—and
then create a story-count
index. It may sound
simple, but it’s remarkable
how well it is followed and
how accurate it can be.
“This index captures
shifts in sentiment
surrounding policy
uncertainty in a way
that provides CEOs with
a forward look at risks
along the political and
economic spectrum,”
says Joe Brusuelas, chief
economist at the professional service firm RSM
in New York. In other
words, the index is like
a huge telescope that
allows business leaders
to look into the future
and see trouble before it
actually happens. That
matters, because a rise in
the index spells trouble
ahead for companies.
The economists who
developed the index say,

Constable
is an author
and former
TV anchor
for The
Wall Street
Journal.

BY S I M O N
C O N S TA B L E

“An increase in economic
policy uncertainty as
measured by our index
foreshadows a decline
in economic growth and
employment in the following months.”
So where are the
doubts today? You might

more recently, it remains
elevated by historical
standards. Certainly, the
shadow-banking move
didn’t help. “They have
a critical capital-flight
problem,” says Gordon
Chang, a senior fellow at
the London Center for

geopolitical antagonism,
has an uncertainty
reading nowhere near
its worst. That’s likely
because while Russia is
on the minds of many,
it hasn’t actually made
major provocative moves
lately. Think of it like a

reading in April on the
possibility that far-right
leader Marine Le Pen
might win the country’s
presidency. In the election,
she lost and the uncertainty quickly subsided.
Corporate leaders,
of course, get ahead

A group of enterprising academics
have developed a remarkable index of
economic policy uncertainty.
expect investment
concerns over the US to
be rising given all the
White House drama, but
according to the latest
results, the US uncertainty index is now only
a little worse than its
long-term average. More
importantly, it is nowhere
near its worst-ever level,
which occurred in August
2011 during the US debtceiling showdown.
But for its part,
China has fallen off a
cliff. Earlier this year,
the policy-uncertainty
index for the country hit
its worst-ever level. And
though it has improved

Policy Research in New
York and an expert on
China. “It was a loss of
confidence in the economy and the political
system.” In the simplest
terms, people are getting
their money out of China
while they can because
they are worried.
The surprises don’t
stop there. Canada,
which normally exudes
stability, also saw uncertainty climb, hitting
its worst-ever level last
year on concerns of a
US-Canada trade war. (As
that issue faded, the index
improved.) Meanwhile,
Russia, a poster child for

boy who once tracked
mud across the priceless
oriental rug but who
hasn’t done so in months.
While the boy or Russia
stays in check, the uncertainty steadily drops.
Naturally, the doubt
meter moved where
expected. For instance, the
UK hit a record level of
uncertainty (seven times
its normal level) when
the country chose to exit
the European Union last
year. As you would expect,
when the dust settled,
uncertainty dropped close
to normal levels. France
shows a similar story. The
index there hit a record

by anticipating the
unknown and operating in an uncertain
environment. That’s
what they get paid to do.
To paraphrase former
US Defense Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld, you do
business in the environment that you have, not
the one you desire. When
the business landscape
looks foggy, it’s best to
find a way to see through
the mist. “When a country’s policy uncertainty
jumps on a sustained
basis, it brings into question whether one should
allocate any capital
there,” says Brusuelas.

•
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WO R K P L AC E PAT T E R N S

Just Not Part of
the Team

T

he CEO of a major
energy company
recently confided to
me that the way his company was currently operating wasn’t going to work
for much longer. It wasn’t a
matter of firing incompetent executives, changing
strategies or even cutting
costs. In fact, nearly every
executive was doing a great
job for his or her business
or function.
It was that narrow
focus, however, that was
the problem. No one was
focused on helping the
entire company. The CEO
believed if the company
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were really going to excel
in a world becoming less
dependent on fossil fuels,
then the firm’s top leaders
would have to work as a
cohesive team, executing
an overarching strategy.
So why couldn’t the boss
just get everyone into a
room and work together?
“I’m an engineer and so
is almost everyone else in
the group,” the CEO said,
somewhat sheepishly.
“We’re not used to working
as an effective team.”
On the surface, that
sounds ridiculous. How
could a group of highly
talented senior leaders
not work well together?
Many of us first learned
the value of teamwork as
kids, whether it was by
doing a big school project
or playing sports. You
talk about what needs
to be done, debate new
ideas, respect one another’s perspectives then
work collectively toward a
common goal. But a lot of
time passes between your
childhood experience and
being near the top of a
multibillion-dollar organization. And it turns out
senior leaders aren’t very

good at working as a team
with other senior leaders.
In partnership with
researchers from Harvard
University, Korn Ferry
conducted a study of 127
high-level teams in public
and private organizations
from 11 countries. We
rated them on whether
the team accomplished
big goals, grew more
effective over time, and
whether the teammates
themselves developed into
better leaders. The results
were awful: About threequarters of the teams
graded as either mediocre
or poor. Organizations
may have been able to get
away with that type of
performance years ago.
But in today’s complicated
and disruptive world, the
issues facing an organization are too complex and
the stakes too high for one
person, no matter how
talented, to handle effectively alone. Organizations
need a cohesive team at
the top of the organization to work collectively to
execute the strategy.
There are a couple
of reasons why many of
today’s senior leaders

Nunes is a senior
client partner at
Korn Ferry and
the co-author of
“Senior Leadership
Teams: What It
Takes to Make
Them Great.”

BY D E B R A N U N E S

Three-quarters of high-level corporate
teams got bad performance grades.
aren’t particularly good
at working together.
For one thing, it wasn’t
a point of emphasis for
many of them when they
were coming through
the ranks. Much of their
working careers have
been spent managing
risk, defining a market,
recognizing opportunities
and leading subordinates.
They weren’t, however,
often asked to be a teammate of similarly driven,
talented colleagues. Even
as recently as the 1990s,



CEO
HANG-UPS

1
Stop thinking of
each senior leader
individually. Start
thinking of the team
as a single entity.

Three ways
leaders can
lead teams:


only about 20 percent of
professional work was
team-based. Now it’s
about 80 percent.
The CEO, even one
of a major multinational
company, may be a little
intimidated getting the
whole senior group
together. Sure, the boss
can handle them in oneon-one meetings, but
getting the whole senior
leadership team—each
member individually talented and highly opinionated—to work as a group

2
3

Getting the
team together is not
just another meeting.
It is a working session
of the company’s
most senior
leaders.

This is not “leadership
by committee.” Rather,
senior leaders need to
work collectively on
issues that have the
biggest impact on
the company.

can be considerably more
difficult. Then there’s
a problem of ulterior
motives. That head of a
region may not want to
collaborate with the chief
financial officer because
the regional president sees
the finance guy as a potential rival for the top job.
But as daunting as that
may seem, getting senior
leaders to work together
isn’t the corporate equivalent of herding cats. A
CEO can get that team
humming if he or she can
instill in the team a clear,
challenging and compelling purpose. For instance,
a US manufacturing firm
I worked with had five
separate divisions that
were all pursuing their
own growth strategies
within China. The CEO
had nightmares of all the
potential unnecessary
duplication of effort,
out-of-control costs and
getting approval from
government officials five
separate times. So the

boss sat the leaders of
the divisions down and
ordered them to come up
with one expansion plan
that would help grow the
entire company throughout China. The team’s
purpose was certainly
clear (grow the company
profitably in China),
certainly challenging (any
international expansion
is tough) and unquestioningly compelling (sales in
China would double the
firm’s revenues).
It may turn out that
the CEO will have to
replace some senior leaders just because they aren’t
good teammates; after all,
there were kids in school
who wouldn’t do their part
of the class project, too.
Don’t expect a top team
to be a smooth or even
friendly experience, either.
But combining the skills,
experiences and perspectives of the team at the top
can create an overwhelming competitive advantage
for the organization.
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ou’re the CEO of a UKbased international retailer
that sells products for
expectant mothers, with
more than 1,300 stores and
$650 million in revenue.
Two years ago, the board
brought you in to turn the
retailer around—which is
exactly what you have done, leading
the firm to its first profit in years.
Then you wake up one June
morning and the world has shifted.
And it’s no small shift. Headlines
are announcing the shocking Brexit
vote, and nobody can say what that
means exactly. How will trade be
affected? Will EU workers have
flexibility in the UK? How much
will the pound weaken? Quickly,
the questions—and the concerns—
funnel down to your company.
All that seems certain now is that
nothing is certain.
But if you are Mark NewtonJones, the CEO of Mothercare, who
is at the helm of this ubiquitous retailer, you begin to make some new
calculations as you strategize. Soon,
the next step becomes clear: Book a
trip to Asia.

IS THE CORE MISSION OF A CEO STILL POSSIBLE?

LESSONS
IN AMBIGUITY

AS

the proverbial captains of industry,
CEOs have always been a special
breed, tasked with a host of roles
unique to the corner office. They must
be great strategists, suave liaisons for the boardroom, builders of top C-suite talent and the master
of all budgets. Naturally, they must be comfortable
with change—change in markets, change in competition and change in governments.
But what happens when the world goes crazy—
when surprise becomes the norm in business and
politics and when predicting key strategy can seem
like guesswork? We’re talking, of course, about
trying to set firm business plans during popular uprisings that have produced a new party in France, a
bitter divorce inside the European Union and a different breed of presidency in the United States. Or
trying to determine budgets and hiring when taxes,
immigration and healthcare policies are up in the
air. And that’s just the political side of things. Tech
disruptions are so common now—and start-ups so
well-funded—that businesses can turn on a dime.
Of course, CEOs have always had to deal with
ambiguity—government leaders change all the
time, and the financial crisis of 2008 was no walk
in the park. But to many, today feels much more explosive and unpredictable. What’s more, in this age
of activist investors and ever-demanding boards,
CEOs are under a lot more pressure to produce
great quarterly results than year-long plans.
All of which raises the obvious question: Is the
core mission of a CEO still possible? How do you
keep your company’s head above water while running blind in some areas? Korn Ferry decided to
go straight to CEOs and chairpersons themselves,
interviewing a dozen across sectors and the globe.
We talked to the head of a banking firm big in
Asia, the CEO of a Latin American airline and
even the head of a big cleaning solutions company
in Minneapolis. One, Cathy Jacobson, the CEO
of Froedtert Health, a large regional healthcare
system in Wisconsin, says corporate leaders
today are in a “helter skelter” environment. “Absolutely, the pace and the mix of change has gone up
significantly,” she says.
In response, some leaders say they are kneedeep in scenario planning. Others are taking a
more Zen-like view, ignoring the blaring headlines and staying the course. For his part, Stuart

Here’s what we picked
up from our CEO group.

USE THE PAST AS A GUIDE:

“WHAT SURPRISED
US WAS THAT CHANGE
DIDN’T COME AS FAST
WE THOUGHT.”
> Cathy Jacobson
CEO, Froedtert Health

Rose, chairman of the Ocado Group and one
of the United Kingdom’s most distinguished business leaders (he’s been knighted) thinks CEOs have
to have their “fingers on the pulse of everything”
and be ready for any paths the government may
take. “It’s like trying to rub your tummy and pat
your head at the same time,” he says. “It’s quite
tricky.”
The biggest concern for many: letting all the
distractions get in the way. “It’s better to think
about what you can do, than to want what you
can’t,” says Debbie Hewitt, chair of The Restaurant Group, White Stuff and Moss Bros.
Group in the UK. “Rather than descend into doom,
work on what you can influence, and be nimble and
focus on what matters.”
Which is precisely how Newton-Jones reacted.
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DEAL WITH IT:

“ONCE YOU WAKE UP FROM THE
SMELLING SALTS, YOU HAVE TO HAVE A PLAN.”
> Wilf Walsh CEO, Carpetright

Last summer, as the pound weakened, he and his
team realized they needed to fly to Asia to talk
down the price increases from suppliers for all
those baby strollers and toddler clothes. Brexit
was a “shock to the system,” he says. “But there’s
no better way to negotiate than at someone’s
doorstep.”
Below, a look at how some CEOs have
been managing a few of today’s challenges, and
what some leadership pros are advising them to do.

of tabloid coverage, there are historical parallels
to learn from. Back when the EU was forming,
countries like Norway, Lichtenstein and Switzerland
skipped full membership but stayed friendly with
the EU—a possible scenario for the UK. “If you are a
smart CEO,” advises Nick Psyhogeos, an author
and the head of the consultancy Global Negotiations, in Bellevue, Washington, “you become a good
student of the past to make the best decisions for
the future.”

BREXIT AND THE EU HEALTHCARE
REFORM
WE

begin with the big one—as in the world’s biggest divorce. Like so many leaders, Wilf Walsh,
the CEO of Carpetright, says he was astonished by
the news, but pragmatic. “Once you wake up from
the smelling salts, you have to have a plan,” he says.
He says product prices are up a little, but believes
Carpetright’s size will help it outlast its competitors. “We’ll be able to suck air longer,” he says.
Indeed, he thinks the retailer’s market share may
ultimately grow.
And yet no CEO can discuss the topic without
some jitters about the future. The pound fell more
than 15 percent against the dollar after the vote, and
consumer confidence has wavered. “I’m not sure
anything in my life has affected me as much as
Brexit,” says Walsh. “It affects so many areas—trade,
consumer confidence, labor. It’s seismic.”
The answer? For some, patience seems to be the
only play here. The actual separation won’t happen
until 2019, and the negotiations on the details
between the UK and EU leaders are expected to be
open. What’s more, although it gets lost in the hype

A

mericans have known pretty much since the
night Donald Trump pulled off the election
upset of the century that the nation’s healthcare
system was going to change—they just didn’t know
how. For months now (as of press time), Congress
has been keeping the nation on edge with proposals.
Healthcare providers, of course, have a ton at stake—
just look at stocks, which have shifted with each
passing development.
Based in Cincinnati, John Starcher is the CEO
of one of those providers, Mercy Health, a large
regional operator. He’s the first to concede that he
can’t anticipate the end result—but also insists he
isn’t focused on all the back and forth. “I may be
different, but I tend not to get wrapped up in all the
hand-wringing,” he says. “For my money, as long as
we drive lower costs and offer better care, we will
be in the best possible position under any system.”
His focus? Changing the paradigm of healthcare—
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BE AGILE:

“IT’S LIKE TRYING TO
RUB YOUR TUMMY AND
PAT YOUR HEAD AT THE
SAME TIME.” IMMIGRATION

products and solutions firm, this is all viewed as
free money. “We manage as if the status quo will
remain the same until it gets better,” he says. On
the heels of recently making a major acquisition, he
says, the company would just use any tax break to
help pay off the purchase debts. “We’d welcome any
change but don’t expect it.”

S

> Stuart Rose

ecurity fears. The great “wall.” Travel bans taken
all the way to the Supreme Court. The US has
dominated the immigration issue, but it’s a big deal
across the globe, too, as national anxieties over welcoming immigrants grow. Down under, Australia
has proposed new restrictions on some working
visas, while in Europe even a country as open as
Switzerland is rethinking its policies. Rarely,
experts say, are such moves taken up smoothly or
universally welcomed.
But talk to our CEO group and you’ll discover
that whether immigrants should be welcomed or
shunned overshadows a more pragmatic problem.
In many industries, foreign nationals make up
a significant portion of the workforce. This isn’t
just undocumented field hands, either. Nearly
5 percent of military-specific jobs in the US are
filled by immigrants, and there are up to half a
million foreigners holding H-1B visas, meaning a
company sponsored them to enter the country to
work. Meanwhile, there are more than 3 million
EU nationals who live in the UK, and they haven’t
been given any post-Brexit-vote guarantees that
they can stay. “People are feeling quite uncertain
about their future status here,” says Hewitt,
from The Restaurant Group and Moss Bros.
There are options out there. CEOs can
increase compensation and benefits to help
entice new citizens into the job market, or
improve training and development to create an
agile workforce that can handle multiple responsibilities. Companies worried about a shortage of
higher-skilled immigrants can also increase their
college recruitment efforts, Psyhogeos says. Agile
organizations have another option: Diversify across

Chairman, Ocado Group

for example, opening more clinics with more
convenient hours, giving people greater access to
preventive care and creating a work culture that
encourages innovation and drive. “We are not here
to keep the trains running on time,” he says.
It may be a wise approach—especially
since Starcher also says he avoids making any
large capital bets and instead is focused on “nonregrettable” actions. What’s more, as with Brexit,
he and other providers do have time and past experience on their side. “We’ve had rehearsals for all
this,” says Jacobson at Froedtert Health, referring
to Obamacare. “What surprised us was that change
didn’t come as fast we thought. We had time.”

TAXES
C

onsidering how much it could ease their balance
sheets, talk of US tax reform is always of keen
interest to CEOs. President Trump has been floating
both the idea of cutting corporate tax rates in half
and offering a “tax holiday” to encourage companies
with foreign tax havens. And yet, as with healthcare,
few can predict what Congress will do.
So for many leaders, including Chris Killingstad, CEO of Tennant Co., a major cleaning
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TAKE SMART BETS:

“WE INVEST AT THE SPEED OF OUR CONFIDENCE.”
> Chris Killingstad,
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CEO, Tennant Co.

IGNORE THE NOISE:

“WORK ON WHAT YOU
CAN INFLUENCE, AND BE
NIMBLE AND FOCUS ON
WHAT MATTERS.”
> Debbie Hewitt
Chair, The Restaurant Group,
White Stuff and Moss Bros.

at which, say, artificial intelligence or the Internet of
Things would unravel one business model after
another? And whose crystal ball can identify the
next really big step?
In the case of banking, fintech allows average customers to make split-second transactions on smartphones. To stay ahead of this curve, Winters says
he is not only shifting funds but making sure he has
lined up team leaders who are agile and bold enough
to face change. “There can be a tendency to hesitate,
but it’s important to be bold,” he says. “Fintech poses
risks, but there are also huge opportunities.”
And as Killingstad, the CEO of Tennant, reminds
us, technology even creates opportunities in the cleaning solutions business; his firm was an early developer of electrically converted water, which reduces
chemical and water use in the cleaning process. “You
have to be comfortable with ambiguity,” he says,
placing small bets at the tinkering stage, then ratcheting up. “We invest at the speed of our confidence.”

national borders. To counter changes in US policies toward immigrants, legal or otherwise, some
firms are considering expanding their footprints in
places such as Canada, Mexico and New Zealand,
where there are considerably looser restrictions on
hiring foreign-born personnel.

TECHNOLOGY
IT

was a tough step but one many analysts thought
was long overdue. In 2015, not long after taking over as CEO of Standard Chartered Bank,
the London-based banking giant with primary
operations in Africa, Asia and the Middle East, Bill
Winters launched a massive cost-cutting campaign
to shore up the firm’s balance sheet. In all, he would
cut 30 percent of the bank’s $10 billion cost base. But
the former J.P. Morgan investment banker will tell
you the money wasn’t put away for a rainy day. One
word: fintech. “We took the savings and put most of
it straight back into technology,” he says.
In a way, he had to. As much as government
elections and policy changes are disruptive, it’s
really tech that hits home at many companies but is
hard to predict. Who could have imagined the pace

APPOINT BOLD TEAM LEADERS:

“THERE CAN BE A
TENDENCY TO HESITATE,
BUT IT’S IMPORTANT
TO BE BOLD.”
> Bill Winters
CEO, Standard Chartered Bank

“T

BRAZIL
IN

some ways, Brazil may be the capital of
uncertainty. Since 2015, one president has
been impeached and evicted from office, while
the next was investigated for corruption. Both
unemployment and inflation have run into double digits, and the economy has shrunk. Large
street protests are a common occurrence.
But every month or so, Rodrigo Kede Lima,
president of IBM Latin America, says he makes
a trip to New York to inform corporate that it’s
business as usual for his staff. “I tell the board,
‘Don’t worry about this, we are used to it.’ ” he says.
He points out IBM has been in the country for
more than 100 years, and that he plans for scenarios for each government or economic change.
“Through all the unpredictability, we have been
very predictable,” he says. “I think that is key.”
Indeed, business leaders say outsiders often
underestimate the Brazilian tolerance for
ambiguity. After all, since military rule ended
in 1985, the country has dealt with corruption,
rampant inflation, intractable crime in urban
areas and wholesale privatization of industries.
Yet the nation’s economy grew dramatically, and
the country hosted both a World Cup and a
Summer Olympics. Even last year, at the height
of uncertainty, Brazil attracted nearly $79 billion
in foreign direct investment, equal to a record
4.4 percent of the country’s GDP.
Perhaps there is a lesson, experts say, for
all company leaders here. At Avianca Holdings, CEO Hernán Rincón says his bigger
concern in running his well-known airline is
not the next president, but actually the next
weather report. With storms, currency fluctuations and shifts in oil prices, every day ushers in
a new wave of uncertainty. But after spending
years in the technology business before coming
to the airline, Rincón can only shrug. “I came
from an industry that is only about change,” he
says. “If you don’t like change, perhaps this isn’t
the industry for you.”

•

he greater the ambiguity, the greater the
pleasure” is how Milan
Kundera, author of “The Unbearable Lightness of Being,” once put
it. But while that may not quite
be how some corporate leaders
see all of today’s uncertainties,
experts say one major plus can
come out of them: innovation.
At least historically, successful businesses facing sudden
or unpredictable change have
learned to shift—think GE
and the Internet of Things
as one glittering example.
“While management
emphasizes control, leadership is always a bit messy,”
says Kevin Cashman, senior
client partner at Korn
Ferry’s CEO and Executive
Development practice. “If
there is no ambiguity, then
no leadership is required.
It is precisely in the courageous engagement of ambiguity
and complexity that breakthrough
ideas are born.”
Indeed, many CEOs seem to
agree, expressing confidence
despite so many recent global
turns of events. In the case of
Brexit, a recent Korn Ferry survey
found more than 70 percent of UK
retail chairpersons anticipated
their own businesses growing.
“They are striving to stand out, to
boost market share,” says Sarah
Lim, Korn Ferry’s managing director and sector lead for Retail in
the UK and EMEA. She cites product innovation as a key step.
For Cashman, the tactics don’t
change much, no matter which
new presidents are elected or
which tech disruptions pop up.
“You’d better learn fast, you’d
better be open,” he says. “If you
think you have it figured out, you
probably haven’t.”

THE
KORN FERRY
VIEW

Years into proving they’re good hires,
veterans now struggle to find a good
fit inside many companies.

BY MEGHAN WALSH
PHOTOGRAPHY BY RANDALL CORDERO & GREGORY MILLER
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erhaps one of the most significant moments of Mark Lipscomb’s
life fell on a foggy autumn morning in 1997. From the bridge of
the USS Chosin, also known as the War Dragon, the then-26-yearold naval officer was in charge of setting the course for the first
American naval ship to enter the Port of Hong Kong since the territory returned to Chinese rule. Not only was Lipscomb responsible
for the safety of 400 sailors, his coordinates could very well end up
setting the diplomatic course for two of the world’s superpowers,
which had just begun to mend a relationship strained by ideological differences, security threats and competing global aspirations.
Before Lipscomb had time to consider any of that,
though, the captain was shouting commands, and
what appeared to be a patrol boat waving a Chinese
flag was racing in their direction. With shallow water
that would surely ground his multimillion-dollar
ship lapping on one side, and his aggressors—possibly
pirates, possibly part of the Republic—closing in on the
other, Lipscomb was forced to make a decision.
It’s intuitive that military veterans would also
turn out to be strong leaders on the corporate
battlefield. Lipscomb, who comes from a long line
of submariners, is now vice president of human
resources at Netflix, after previously holding the
same job at Tesla. But at the streaming provider’s
swanky Los Gatos campus, where visitors are
greeted with towering cases of gold-plated Emmy
Awards, that isn’t why Lipscomb, with a slight
frame and easy charisma, says he hires veterans. He
points to more nuanced traits, like the cultural sensitivity to traverse workplace diversity. Lipscomb’s
inclinations echo a growing body of research that
defies common assumptions, highlighting a variety
of areas in which retired service members are more
competent than their civilian colleagues.
Despite those skill sets, veterans returning
from Iraq and Afghanistan are facing bleaker job
prospects than their comrades of past wars. Generally, veterans have had higher employment rates
than civilians, but since 9/11 that hasn’t held true.
Experts and service members alike say that it isn’t

necessarily because they can’t find a job—they can’t
find the job. Indeed, according to a Syracuse University study, 65 percent of veterans, regardless of
rank, leave their first civilian job within two years.
Nearly half leave within a year. While society may
honor service, it also stigmatizes those who serve,
blocking veterans from advancement or roles without a direct connection to their technical training.
That means companies may be missing out on
an increasingly rare opportunity, with overall veteran numbers shrinking. Many companies have
veteran-hiring programs out of a “civic duty,” but
“it’s not just a nice thing to do,” says Nick Armstrong,
senior research and evaluation director at Institute
for Veterans and Military Families at Syracuse. “It’s
good for the bottom line.” So some are now using
the emerging research to create corporate programs
tailored to maximizing veterans’ unique agilities,
and with measurable success.
Back in the South China Sea, with his captain—
above him not only in rank but also in decades
lived—screaming for him to go one direction,
Lipscomb, who was ultimately in charge of steering
the course, decided otherwise. By mere moments,
the War Dragon avoided a confrontation that could
have reverberated through the world. And Lipscomb went on to trade his service dress blues for a
pair of navy street sneakers, his barracks for plush
red velvet chairs, and his 9-millimeter for a human
resources manual.
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M ARK LIPSCOMB
V I C E P R E SI D E N T O F H U M A N R E S OU RCES , N ETF LIX

Former naval officer.
A key mission now:
‘How to translate
our experiences.’
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PROFILING
VETS

THERE WAS A TIME WHEN NEARLY
EVERYONE H AD A FRIEND OR
FAMILY MEMBER WHO WORKED

10%
WOMEN

for the military; during World War II, more than
12 percent of the US population served in the armed
forces. Today that number has dropped to less
than 1 percent. With a much smaller slice of society
enlisting, and conscription having ended more
than four decades ago, the all-volunteer brigade has
become somewhat mythic. “People don’t understand the military or how it operates,” says Patrick
Mullane, a retired Air Force captain and executive
director of Harvard Business School’s online learning platform, HBX. This widening fissure between
Americans and those tasked with protecting them
has created numerous societal and cultural riffs, but
it’s also affected how the business sector employs—
or doesn’t employ—this segment of the workforce.
“You get asked by an interviewer to talk about a time
you were challenged, and it’s hard not to laugh,”
says Lipscomb. “How about launching tomahawk
missiles? We have to figure out how to translate our
experiences in a way people can relate to.”
On average, close to 200,000 service members
exit the military each year, and thanks to a series of
White House and private company initiatives, the
unemployment rate for Gulf War II–era veterans,
which hit double digits during the recession, is
now about the same as the general population’s.
Still, many veterans seem to slip away during that
initial transition to the first job. Twice as many, for
example, work in the public rather than private sector. And hiring managers, being more comfortable
with what they know, are shown to harbor implicit
biases. A survey by the George Bush Institute, a nonpartisan policy center, found respondents believe far
more post-9/11 veterans suffer from mental health
issues than actually do. Meanwhile, employers are
less likely to hire someone with an invisible disability rather than physical one.
The past decade has produced a body of research
that shows veterans are in fact highly adaptive,
do best when handed a problem and told simply
to figure it out, and are not far behind Tony Robbins when it comes to tapping into people’s inner
motivations. “Some of the strongest competencies
military veterans bring are in the people area,” says
Randy Manner, a former senior client partner for
Korn Ferry and retired Army major general. Manner

90%
MEN
27.5 20.4 17.5
1990

Dwindling
Numbers
Total population
of US veterans
(millions)

2017 2024 (projected)

Improving
Unemployment
Rate
2011

8.3%

2017

3.7%

Companies Led by Vets
Johnson & Johnson >> Alex Gorsky ★ Army
Procter & Gamble >> Robert A. McDonald ★ Army
Walgreens >> James Skinner ★ Navy
Viacom >> Sumner Redstone ★ Army
General Motors >> Daniel Akerson ★ Navy
Verizon >> Lowell McAdam ★ Navy
FedEx >> Frederick Smith★ Marines
SOURCES: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR; RAND CORPORATION; KORN FERRY
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CHRIS PEN WARDEN

C EO O F U S M I L ITA RY MA IN TEN A N CE

Military service offered a higher
purpose. ‘After you leave, you’re
always trying to find that.’

CAROLINE M ACDONALD
V IC E P RE S I D E N T O F SAL E S A N D M A R K E T I N G,
R O S E W O O D H O T E L S & RE S O RT S

Enlisted at age 19.
Some employers still
avoid military candidates.
‘But they’re missing out.’
42 42
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recently analyzed data that found veterans score
higher than executives with upward of 30 years’
experience when it comes to mental and people agility as well as driving results.
After almost three decades in the Army, Ross
Brown shifted into an executive post in 2015 at
J.P. Morgan, which has launched a veteran-hiring
program. Since then, he’s been trying to figure out
what it takes to cultivate the vast potential veteran
hires bring—because many don’t stick around long
enough to build personnel connections. “For veterans to self-actualize, they need to feel like they’re
a part of something bigger than themselves,”
Brown says.
Recruitment isn’t nearly as tricky as retention.

teaching clients what “military clean” looks like.
Veterans are almost twice as likely than nonveterans to pursue business ownership, and their fiveyear success rate is higher than the national average,
according to the US Small Business Administration.
Indeed, many qualities that are characteristic of
entrepreneurs hold true for ex-military—including
resiliency, of course. Nothing nurtures stamina like
carrying a 100-pound backpack through triple-digit
temperatures, as Penwarden will tell you.

UNCLE S A M LIK ES TO T ELL
SOLDIERS THEY CAN DO ANY THING
THEY SET OUT TO DO. AND TH AT
M AKES SENSE SINCE THERE’S NO
room for second-guessing mid-mission. What it
means, though, is many soldiers march out of the
military believing they can do anything—and that
employees will follow commands without asking
questions. Many vets can make quick decisions, but
struggle to put them into context. “I was used to
looking at everything in terms of life or death,” J.P.
Morgan’s Brown says. “There was always a sense of
urgency and gravity; I had to learn to dial it back.”
Still, most veterans in executive ranks argue
their colleagues are at their best when motivating
and interacting with a team of disparate members—
navigating diversity that goes beyond skin color and
gender to include educational background, socioeconomic status and experience on the front lines. At
Netflix, Lipscomb laughs about being a 40-plus white
guy working on diversity, but the military is perhaps
the only place where people are forced to collaborate
across both cultural identities and geographic borders,
in the most intimate and stressful situations.
Diversity is exactly what Caroline MacDonald
found when she moved into the hospitality industry
after serving in the Air Force in the ’80s. Since
she couldn’t find a job using her service skills, she
worked her way up from an hourly sales associate to
being the VP of sales and marketing for Rosewood
Hotels & Resorts in the Americas and Europe.
MacDonald, who joined the military at age 19 so
she could travel and get an education, says people
are always surprised when she tells them she’s
ex-military. That’s likely because she’s petite and
feminine, and the stigmas attached to veterans go
beyond PTSD. “Employers don’t think
of the military as a good source of
candidates, but they’re missing out,”
MacDonald says.

AT LE AST PA RT OF T HE US
MILITA RY STR ATEGY IN
AFGHANISTAN HAS BEEN TO SECURE
strategic terrorist footholds, which span from the
snow-tipped mountains of the Paktika province in
the eastern part of the country to the arid desert
valley that cradles the Helmand River in the south.
That’s a lot of ground to cover. Too much, thinks
Chris Penwarden, who went to West Point and
then spent almost 15 years traversing the Middle
East as an operations officer and then company
commander. Too much too fast, anyways.
From his Atlanta office, Penwarden continues his
study of warfare, comparing military and business
tactics. After completing an executive leadership
program at Harvard and medically retiring from the
Army in 2015, Penwarden moved into an executive
position at a cell tower development firm. But he
didn’t last. The 37-year-old felt restless; he wasn’t
using his leadership or technical skills and, most of
all, he lacked motivation. “You’ll never have a higher
purpose than you did in the military,” Penwarden says.
“After you leave, you’re always trying to find that.”
Through a veteran-placement agency, Penwarden
ultimately was brought on as CEO of US Military
Maintenance, which helps veterans franchise
janitorial businesses that contract with federal and
corporate customers. Taking what he learned from
war, Penwarden’s approach is to move sequentially,
securing one market before moving on to the next
and staying in close enough proximity that business
owners can provide cover for one another without
also being in harm’s way if the local economy should
come under attack. His strategy is working: 30
branches, some with up to 25 veteran employees, are
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IT DIDN’T QUITE WORK OUT THAT WAY.

BY RUSSELL PEARLMAN

CASINO BOSS
FRANCIS LUI WON BIG
IN MACAU, BUT HIS
NEXT BET BARELY
INVOLVES GAMBLING.
ot too long ago, Francis
Lui, one of the world’s
most powerful gambling
executives, knew about
as much about running a
casino as the average Las
Vegas tourist—which is to
say, nothing. Back in the
early 2000s, he did know
that there was a huge
business opportunity in Macau, a densely
packed island strip of land on the coast of
southwestern China, and the only place in
the country that allows casinos. But Lui just
wanted to build and manage hotels there, as
his family had been doing, quite well, in Hong
Kong for years. Someone else could manage
the gambling business, he thought. “I never
dreamed of coming to Macau and getting a
casino license,” he says.
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A partnership with an American casino operator fizzled,
so after running a couple of card clubs in other people’s hotels, his family’s firm, Galaxy Entertainment
Group, built one of Macau’s new glittering casinos
in 2006. That and building two other incredibly
successful casinos in Macau transformed Lui, 62,
from the ambitious son of a wealthy Hong Kong construction magnate into one of the world’s richest men.
In turn, Lui helped transform Macau—which
over the past several hundred years has been, in
turn, a waystation for refugees fleeing the Mongols, a
bustling Portuguese-run trading colony, a haven for
early-20th-century gangsters and a neutral port in the
storm of World War II—into its latest incarnation: the
world’s biggest betting parlor. Gamblers drop more than
$28 billion a year betting at Macau’s casinos. Las Vegas
doesn’t even get one-quarter of that.
But instead of sitting back and enjoying Macau’s current
form, he’s at the forefront of trying to reinvent the area yet
again. He’s making a multibillion-dollar bet that Macau’s
next reinvention won’t involve much gambling at all.
Over the next few years, Galaxy wants to add
10.7 million square feet of space to its existing Galaxy
Macau resort, nearly doubling its size. It potentially
will include a convention center, a concert venue with
several thousand seats, a Broadway-sized theater, thousands more hotel rooms and hundreds more shops and
dining options. But more than 95 percent of the space
will be devoted to things other than gaming. “We want
to move away from high rollers toward the mass market,
international customers and, ultimately, the convention
business,” Lui says.
Lui envisions Macau will become a lot more like Las
Vegas, an all-ages destination where gambling revenues
are overshadowed by the amount visitors spend on
dining, lodging and entertainment. Vegas-ifying Macau
just might work, analysts say. New transportation
options between Macau, mainland China and Hong
Kong can help turn Macau into a holiday resort and not
necessarily just a gaming hub, says Richard Huang, who
follows the gaming industry for Nomura.
The total investment for Galaxy Entertainment
Group on the Cotai peninsula section of Macau: at least
$5.5 billion, a price tag that would make even those
high rollers look twice. The vision is not without risks.
For one thing, Las Vegas’ first attempt to become more
family-friendly ended miserably. In the early 1990s,
casino operators opened theme parks, exploding pirate
ships and roller coasters to attract kids and parents.
Only the roller coasters remain operating.
But Lui and his family have a history of placing bets
that pay off. His father arrived in Hong Kong penniless
after World War II and built a construction-materials
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If we tried to copy Las Vegas and do exactly
what they were doing then we’d always be No. 2.
Macau should be built for the Asian market.

would be here for the long haul, that we should bring
in our own brand, Galaxy, and our own culture. So we
thought we should split.
The biggest challenge at the time was that we didn’t
have any credibility with gaming. People doubted
whether a local company from Hong Kong would be
successful. Plus, gaming is a small industry—people
came from either Las Vegas or Atlantic City. To attract
a credible, reputable executive from either was a huge
challenge. We had to
convince people that we
were an up-and-coming
company, that we had the
license and knew what we
had to do.
We also had to get our
hands dirty. I knew the
casino doesn’t run itself.
We rented space in other
people’s hotels to learn
how to run casinos. We
worked those clubs for
a year or two. After we
built up that knowledge
and confidence, we built
our first casino in 2006.

to have an average stay of 1.2 days, then 1.5 days, and now
it’s two days. The overnighter spends three times more
than the day-tripper.

WHAT GIVES YOU CONFIDENCE THAT
THIS DIVERSIFYING IS GOING TO WORK?
The position of Macau is written in the government’s
13th five-year plan [which came out in 2016] to be a
“world tourism and leisure center.” The central government is doing everything to make it happen. It has made
repeated requests to us to diversify into non-gaming.
It’s also constructing the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macau
bridge. We envision that the mainland and Macau will be
interconnected and borderless. Right now, Macau doesn’t
have a world-class airport, but once we finish the bridge
we’ll have access to Hong Kong’s airport and can expand
outside of Asia.

The biggest
challenge
is we didn’t
have any
credibility
with
gaming.

HOW ARE YOU GOING TO FIND ALL
THE TALENT TO WORK AT THESE NEW
PLACES YOU’RE BUILDING?
Since we continue to emphasize the non-gaming parts,
we want to be able to cooperate with the universities in
Macau to see if they will help us train people who can help
with conventions, translation and show business. The
central government wants us to be localizing as well. They
want the senior positions to open up for local people. We
started adopting the strategy of bringing in local people
for senior management and top management positions.
You can’t think of this as just a job, though. You have
to have the passion. You need teamwork, too. You can
have 200 executives, all richly talented, but if they’re not
working together, you’re not going to be successful. You
have to be able to make every manager be able to hold
hands and work together. It’s a challenge.
Integrity and honesty are also core values here. When
I give an assignment to a manager, I don’t want to have
to keep looking over their shoulder to see if they’re doing
their job. This way we can cut a lot of the office politics
away. This is not an easy culture to instill, so you have to
install it from the top. I have to lead.

GAMBLING HAS CLEARLY WORKED IN MACAU.
SO WHY DOES YOUR EXPANSION PLAN INVOLVE
ALMOST NO MORE GAMBLING?
The central government has made it very clear that they
don’t want to see explosive growth in gaming revenue.
They want to see a balance of growth. For our part, we
want to see people coming to Macau to get married. We
want to be a more family-oriented destination. We want
to move away from the high rollers toward mass market,
international customers, and ultimately convention business. On a per-capita basis, Macau gets about 75 percent
of the non-gaming revenue that Las Vegas does. We think
we’ll catch up to Vegas, if not exceed it.

empire. The family parlayed that fortune into the development of dozens of residential projects throughout the
world and owning or managing 32 hotels across Hong
Kong, Macau, mainland China and the United States.
Lui’s Macau gamble also is in line with what the Chinese
government envisions for Macau (the local tourism board
says Macau relies “too much” on gaming). Plus, the local
gaming market may soon become a lot more crowded,
with potential casinos in Melbourne, Singapore and even
Japan (although Lui may have a hand in that one).
Michael Distefano, Korn Ferry’s chief marketing officer
and chief operating officer, Asia Pacific, and Jimmy Ho,
managing director of Korn Ferry’s Hong Kong office, sat
down with Lui to talk about his vision for his firm, how
to attract talent to Macau and what other regions of the
world he’d like to reinvent.
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MACAU WAS—AND STILL IS—THE ONLY LEGAL
PLACE IN CHINA TO GAMBLE. YOU WON A
LICENSE TO RUN A CASINO IN 2002, BUT WHY
DIDN’T GAMBLING INITIALLY INTEREST YOU?
YOUR FAMILY MADE ITS FORTUNE IN
HONG KONG CONSTRUCTION. WHAT LED
YOU FROM HONG KONG TO MACAU?

INTERVIEW
CONTINUES ON
FOLD - OUT

I didn’t necessarily say, “We should go into a casino.”
I thought we should go into Macau and use our background knowledge in hospitality. I never dreamed of
coming to Macau and getting a casino license. My
extended family in San Francisco and I would go to Las
Vegas on visits but it was purely for enjoyment. We knew
we didn’t know how to run big casinos.

We eventually were thinking of getting into Hong Kong
real estate, but by the late 1980s that market was really
maturing. It’s tough to be in real estate in Hong Kong
as a start-up. So in the 1990s we got into hospitality
and hotels. Then in 1999, when Macau became part of
China, we thought we could contribute from the hospitality end on Macau. By that time we had 10 years of
building hotels and managing hotels directly ourselves.

WHAT CHANGED YOUR MIND?
We initially partnered with an American operator, but
the philosophies were too different. We figured we
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WHY DIDN’T YOU DO LAS VEGAS–STYLE DINING
AND ENTERTAINMENT IN THE FIRST PLACE?

YOU WANT TO DIVERSIFY AWAY FROM ]GAMBLING
IN MACAU, BUT ARE YOU INTERESTED IN BUILDING
CASINOS IN JAPAN NOW THAT THE GOVERNMENT
SEEMS AMENABLE TO HAVING THEM?

If we tried to copy Las Vegas and do exactly what they were
doing then we’d always be No. 2. Macau should be built for
the Asian market, and Asian people like different things.
Take food and beverages. In Las Vegas I see more bars than
restaurants. Here I see more restaurants than bars. People
here will enjoy a bowl of noodles more than standing up
and having a beer. In Las Vegas, people drink and gamble.
In Asia, people gamble, then drink. Also, there are great
shows in Las Vegas, and they play to full houses every
day. Here, we need to bring in families and convention
people before we can even talk about show business.
Also, up to now, Macau is, relatively speaking, a daytrip market. People come in, play, eat and go back to their
hometowns on the same day. The Macau average trip is
1.5 days; a Las Vegas average trip is probably four days.
We have to get people to stay longer. At Galaxy, we used

Japan is a huge offensive strategy for everyone, including
Galaxy. But it’s not just about money. We aren’t going to
invest everything that we can just to get a license. We
can’t carbon-copy what has been done in Macau. They’d
want something very original and creative. We know that
there are many Japanese who enjoy
gaming like pachinko, horse racing
and boat racing. It’s a very acceptable
TURN THE PAGE
form of entertainment. I think it’ll
be a great market, and in 10 years, if
done properly, that market could be
THE PAST,
close to Macau.

•
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PRESENT
& FUTU R E
OF MACAU

THE MACAU MAKEOVER

Macau’s latest change, from a gambling-first destination to an all-around tourist spot, would only be the latest in a centuries-long series of changes.
CHINA
MACAU

THE PAST

THE PRESENT

Trade of goods, legal and otherwise,
flourished for centuries after Portugal established
a permanent settlement in the 1550s.

Now a special district under China’s control, Macau has one of the largest population densities on the
planet, with more than 650,000 people living in a space about half the size of Manhattan. The main economy
is dominated by casinos, which take in over four times more gaming revenue than Las Vegas.

A woman at the entrance
of Ruin of St. Paul’s, 1950.

SENADO SQUARE
A MIX OF BOTH CHINESE AND WESTERN ARCHITECTURES,
IT HAS BEEN THE URBAN HUB OF MACAU FOR CENTURIES.

THE FUTURE

EXPANDING
OPPORTUNITY

GALAXY MACAU
EXPANSION

THROUGH LAND RECLAMATION, THE TOTAL
PHYSICAL AREA OF MACAU HAS INCREASED
16.62 KM2 OVER THE LAST 30 YEARS.

FRANCIS LUI’S MEGA-CASINO
COMPLEX IS GETTING A
$5 BILLION-PLUS EXPANSION
GEARED TOWARD ATTRACTING
CONVENTIONEERS AND FAMILIES,
NOT GAMBLERS.

Left: The area shown in silver
on the map is “land” added to
Macau over the last decades.

Ho

China wants to turn Macau into a well-rounded tourist attraction.
The government and private developers are spending tens of billions of
dollars to attract visitors who are interested in more than gambling.

CASINO LISBOA

HONG KONG–ZHUHAI–
MACAU BRIDGE

MACAU’S ORIGINAL MEGA-CASINO WAS BUILT
IN 1970 BY STANLEY HO.

A-MA TEMPLE
THE OLDEST TEMPLE
IN MACAU, DATING
BACK TO 1488, IS
DEDICATED TO THE
MAZU, THE TAOIST
GODDESS OF SAILORS
AND FISHERMAN.

GUIA
FORTRESS
IT IS A SYMBOL
OF MACAU’S
EUROPEAN
COLONIAL
LEGACY; IN 1622
THE PORTUGUESE
FENDED OFF A
DUTCH INVASION
DURING THE
“BATTLE
OF MACAU.”

THE $10 BILLION INFRASTRUCTURE
BEHEMOTH WILL CONNECT HONG
KONG TO MACAU AND THREE MAJOR
CITIES IN MAINLAND CHINA.

COTAI EXPANSION

MOSTLY OPEN WATER AS RECENTLY AS 2000, THIS LANDFILLED SPACE
IS THE HOME OF MACAU’S GAMBLING GROWTH, INCLUDING THE
$4.1 BILLION WYNN PALACE AND $2.5 BILLION PARISIAN.

MACAU AIRPORT
OPENED IN 1995, MFM HELPS TRANSPORT
6 MILLION PASSENGERS A YEAR.

THEME PARKS
AND MORE SPORTS
ALREADY HOME TO A GRAND
PRIX, THE GOVERNMENT WANTS
TO BRING MORE MAJOR SPORTS
EVENTS TO MACAU AND WANTS TO
BUILD A MAJOR THEME PARK.

China women’s
national volleyball
team player Zhu Ting.

,

STORY By David Berreby
ILLUSTRATIONS BY BRETT RYDER

AS COMPANIES PRY MORE, OUR WILLINGNESS
STORY BY DAVID
TO REVEAL WHAT
WEBERREBY
DO IS SHIFTING

ILLUSTRATIONS BY BRETT RYDER
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ike most people his age, Alex, a 31-year-old academic, is on social
media. He used to think that there wasn’t any way he could protect
his privacy on those platforms.
“Throughout college I had always just chalked it up as a lost
cause that everything I said on Facebook would be part of the
public record,” he says. But then he got involved with a woman who
changed his mind. Though Facebook tells users they must go by a
name that’s on their passport, license or other official ID, his girlfriend used a pseudonym. Now he does too.
It’s a semi-fake name that somewhat resembles his own and one that
his friends recognize. But it won’t turn up in web searches of his true
name. (Nor will this article help. For obvious reasons, Alex is a pseudonym.)
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In the familiar language of private and public, Alex’s strategy doesn’t
make much sense. His posts are still out there, stored in perpetuity, and
a determined person could figure out who he is. In the 20th century’s
notions of privacy, social networks are public places—people choose to
enter them or choose not to. But this isn’t the 20th century anymore.
Privacy in 2017 is a different problem than it was when our familiar
concepts of it were formed. In a digital world, the line between public
and private has blurred, the amount of personal information we generate has exploded, and our ability to manage it (or even know all of it) has
shrunk. And the idea that we can just decide to opt out of services that
record us has become absurd. Imagine telling a recruiter you don’t use
social media. Or search engines.
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Facing a new landscape with notions of privacy
that don’t fit, people today are struggling for a
new definition of the concept, and new strategies to protect it (like Alex’s, which is somewhere
between abstaining from social networks and
being as transparent as those networks want him
to be). People are looking for a concept that fits an
information-based, always-on, completely connected world.
“I realized in my research that everybody was
talking about privacy but not using the word
privacy,” says Kate Raynes-Goldie, a scholar on
Internet studies at Curtin University in Australia,
whose PhD research
focused on how socialnetwork users manage
their privacy concerns.
For a generation, companies have been telling us
that life will be easier, and
governments have been
saying it will be safer, if
we trade our information
away for convenience and
security. Millions of us
are used to giving away
details—our tastes in culture, our hobbies or even
our sexual predilections—
that people once held
close to their vests. And in
exchange we get what we
want more quickly and more easily—entertainment, consumer products, news, Tinder dates,
Spotify playlists, and search phrases written for
us, all honed to please the people who, according
to that once-private data, we are.
It’s no surprise that many people claim they’re
at peace with this. Last fall, in an article about
Smart Reply—a feature in mobile Gmail and the
messenger app Allo that scans a user’s messages in
order to offer suggested replies—the tech writer
Michael Nunez noted, “It’s a little creepy to willingly let Google’s AI read your conversations.” But,
he added, “I say it’s completely worth it for the
level of convenience that it adds.”
All around, total transparency can feel like the

• • •

new normal. Online services and social media
ask for more and more information—Facebook’s
Oculus Rift virtual reality service even reserves
the right to collect information about your physical movements using the headsets. Governments
have expanded their snooping powers. And
ordinary people are getting used to reporting on
once-private moments (you rate your driver, your
driver rates you) and posting photos of others
everywhere. In this world, writes Georgetown
Law professor Julie Cohen, privacy—which is
depicted as expensive, inefficient and maybe even
dangerous—“has an image problem.”
Nonetheless, it’s a
mistake to think privacy
concerns are going away.
Even if people are giving
away vast amounts of information about themselves
and agreeing to changes in
surveillance, most aren’t
convinced it is all “totally
worth it.” A vast majority
of US-based Internet users
(86 percent) say they have
taken some steps to protect
their privacy online, and 61
percent say they would like
to do more. Similarly, more
than 90 percent of surveyed
EU citizens want to be sure
they have control over who
can access their personal information. Many are
troubled but unsure how to name their unease and
execute a plan to address it.
When Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis
defined privacy as “the right to be let alone” in
a hugely influential 1890 Harvard Law Review
article, the authors were worried about “intrusion
upon the domestic circle” by new tech, in the
form of photographers and reporters for masscirculation tabloids. Today, 127 years later, new
technologies have greatly eroded the distinction
between public and private spaces.
In 1890, Brandeis could go out and buy a book
from a clerk who didn’t know who he was, and
no one would know that he’d bought it. Today,

PEOPLE CARE
LESS ABOUT
RESTRICTING
INFORMATION
THAN ENSURING
IT FLOWS
APPROPRIATELY.
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s omeone’s interest in the book is practically impossible to keep private, beginning with any online
search the buyer may have made that leaves a
search-engine trail. A record of buying it online
with a credit card is stored in a database, of course,
but going to the store and using cash can’t even
shield the buyer. If he or she uses a map app, or
simply has a smartphone turned on, the buyer’s
location is recorded multiple times. Even if the
phone is off, this person can be tracked in many
ways. For example, in many parts of the United
States, he or she is quite likely to pass an automated
license-plate reader (a common device whose data,
used by law enforcement all over the country, is
often sold by brokers to any interested buyer).
The problem isn’t just that we give more data
to others than ever before. It is also that the
organizations that store and analyze data have
powerful tools to generate new information
out of the data they have on hand. For example,
in a study published in the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences in 2013, three
researchers used data from 50,000 Facebook
volunteers to construct an algorithm that could
infer key facts about them just by analyzing their
“likes.” The program could tell sexual orientation
correctly 88 percent of the time, race, 95 percent,
and political preferences, 85 percent. Also, in 2015,
four MIT researchers analyzed credit-card data

• • •
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a worldwide forum, users had to confront the
problem of “context collapse.” When everyone is on
the social network, that photo of your wild Friday
night is seen not only by friends but also by your
mother, your boss and anyone else. Fake names
have been one response to context collapse. A more
common one, Raynes-Goldie says, has simply been
to pretend you’re perfect. “We are all performing
our best selves on social media now,” she says.
Context collapse is a problem not because
people want their posts and photos to be kept
to themselves, or the small “domestic circle” of
Warren and Brandeis’ day. After all, for those who
post photos on a social network, “likes” and viral
circulation are the prize.
When people want control over their information, it isn’t the information itself that matters.
It’s the effect that information has on how they
are perceived. Much 20th-century thinking about
the issue has centered on what Raynes-Goldie
calls “institutional privacy”—what organizations
have which pieces of information. But what
concerns ordinary people, she says, is “social
privacy”—in other words, the ability to present
oneself differently to different types of audience
members, such as the mom at the school bake sale,
the boss at the office and the hula-hoop champ at
the high school reunion. “What people care most
about is not simply restricting the flow of information but ensuring that it flows appropriately,”
says Helen Nissenbaum, a professor at New York
University School of Law and a leading theorist of
21st-century privacy.
Of course, there is another way of looking
at the whole issue—namely, that privacy hasn’t
always been part of the human experience. For
most of humanity’s time on Earth, people lived in
small bands and villages, did almost everything
together, and knew each other’s every move.
Perhaps privacy—essentially the notion that it’s
good and right to not be completely observable by
everyone—is just a thought that has had its time.
“This idea that you used to have absolute privacy
before and the Internet has kind of ruined it is not
really true,” Raynes-Goldie notes. Still, even prehistoric man could ask friends to keep a secret—
and ask them not to reveal it. That’s some control.

generated by more than a million people over
three months and showed that with very little
information—specifically, the dates and locations
of four purchases per person—they could identify
almost all the individuals in the database.
Not surprisingly, with all these privacy losses,
there has been an ongoing effort for almost two
decades in law, tech and public policy to find new
ways to think about the concept.
In her research on how people navigate privacy
concerns on a social network, Raynes-Goldie found
that users don’t focus on the details of what pieces
of information firms have and how they use them.
Rather, what counts is people’s control over how
others perceive them. For example, as Facebook
expanded from a service for college students into
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A Private Loss
HERE ARE SOME WAYS PEOPLE HAVE LESS PRIVACY
TODAY THAN IN 1890, WHEN SAMUEL WARREN
AND LOUIS BRANDEIS PUBLISHED THE INFLUENTIAL
ARTICLE “THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY.”

1890

TODAY

Only a key moment—
applying for a mortgage
or college admission—
triggers a decision to
reveal personal info.

Every day brings
engagement with
services that have,
hold and sell
information about us.

SOME APPS ON
SMARTPHONES
SELL ANONYMIZED
DATA ABOUT
ITS USERS.

The boundary between
“private” and “shared”
is clear.

Many activities
generate information
that is stored
and analyzed by
organizations without
our awareness.

FACEBOOK
RESEARCHERS HAVE
ANALYZED THE POSTS
THAT MILLIONS OF
USERS TYPED BUT DID
NOT POST.

We know and choose
the information we
are sharing (political
affiliation, income).

With cheap data
storage and powerful
analytical tools,
organizations create
new information
about users.

BY ANALYZING
FACEBOOK “LIKES,”
AN ALGORITHM
CAN PREDICT A
USER’S POLITICAL
AFFILIATION OR
SEXUAL ORIENTATION,
WITH HIGH ACCURACY.

Monitors track
psychological states
(recording what
people feel).

“INTERACTION
ANALYTICS”
SOFTWARE RECORDS
AND REPORTS
EMOTIONS EXPRESSED
IN CALL-CENTER
CONVERSATIONS.

Monitors track people’s
conscious choices (for
example, recording
what they buy or
writing down what
they say).

10 MILLION SQUARE FEET
LEADER IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY
AND SUSTAINABILITY
21ST CENTURY INFRASTRUCTURE
822 EMPLOYEES
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Fishing’s
Power
of Zen
This ancient activity
remains a great
way for leaders
to recharge.

Artwork by: Peter Horvath
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M

ost of Will Gardenswartz’s days are so
consumed with games it stresses him out. As the
CEO of the gamification consulting firm Life
Carrot, Gardenswartz is always hustling to television
executives and other entertainment producers to
incorporate online games to increase audience size and
engage viewers. It’s exhausting work.
Issue No. 32
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But there’s one activity that’s anything but a game to
Gardenswartz: fishing. He’s been doing it since he was a
child. He even chose to live near Sun Valley, Idaho, to be
close to some of the world’s best fishing spots. “In business,
I’m easily distracted by things that don’t matter,” he says.
But when he’s out on the water, he can devote
his entire mind to the narrow matter of catching fish.
“God never did make a more calm, quiet,
innocent recreation than angling,” wrote author
Izaak Walton in 1653’s “The Compleat Angler,”
and fishing has been popular ever since. In
2012, the World Bank estimated that there were
around 220 million recreational fishers worldwide, contributing about $190 billion a year to
the global economy. More recently, The Outdoor
Foundation estimated that more than 45 million
Americans fished in 2015—more than the number of people who biked, hiked or camped.
According to the foundation, many of those
who fish say they do it for the exercise, spending
time with family or friends, or observing scenic
beauty. But nearly half of them say it’s to get
away from the usual demands of life. Fishing

often involves getting up early and staying
in a quiet place far away from mobile phone
service (while the fish may put up a fight, they
aren’t doing it over email). Fishing is a form of
meditation for a large group of people; more
Americans fish than practice yoga. After all,
fishing fits the same description as meditation:
Both are simple, repeated tasks often done for
hours on end. Fishing has a positive impact on
mental health, perceived well-being, prevention
of chronic disease, and reductions in healthcare
burden, according to a study from Curtin University in Perth, Australia.
It’s even been used to help treat war veterans
who suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD). Indiana University asked 67 veterans
who took a fishing trip together to Utah to
write about their experiences. The academics
hypothesized that the act of writing down

BEYOND THE BAIT AND TACKLE
FOR SOME, A ZEN FISHING EXPERIENCE MAY REQUIRE MORE THAN JUST
A STURDY POLE AND A FEW WORMS. ENTER THE GADGETS:
Garmin eTrex 30x Worldwide
Handheld GPS Navigator ($300)
A sturdy, waterproof GPS system
finds remote fishing holes—and the
way back home.

2016 Hobie Cat Mirage Outback
($2,500)
A souped-up kayak, complete
with comfy chair.

Wellmi Mosquit Ultrasonic
Mosquito Repellent ($43)
Uses sound waves to keep bugs
from spoiling the serenity.
Fell Marine MOB+ Wireless
Cut-Off Switch (around $250
for all parts)
If you fall in, a kill switch stops
the boat’s engine. But not the
embarrassment.
Weems & Plath SOS Distress Light
($100)
For stranded anglers, the 60-hour
light has beams visible up to 10
nautical miles.
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their experiences would help the vets cope with
their PTSD. What they found was that an overwhelming number of vets credited the fishing
for making them feel better. “One of the things
we clearly hear vets say is that the fishing broke
up the monotony of traditional programs aimed
at treating PTSD,” says Associate Professor
Rasul Mowatt, who designed the study.
With such restorative effects, it isn’t that
surprising that some of today’s high-powered,
always-busy leaders are lured to fishing’s
soothing qualities. Former President George
H.W. Bush, Martha Stewart and chairman of
Cox Enterprises Jim Kennedy are all reputedly
keen anglers, to name a few. Sure, leaders have
applied the lessons they’ve learned from fishing
in their own areas of expertise (“Go where the
fish are” is a phrase found in countless business
books). But what truly hooks people is fishing’s
uncanny ability to transport people away from a
rapidly disruptive world to a place where everything is straightforward. More than one-third
of Americans who fish do it more than four
times a year.
In whatever role T.J. Daly of Richmond, Va.,
has had—investment banker, venture capitalist
and now CEO of the custom design manufacturer Acorn Sign Graphics—he says his mind is
constantly racing. Everything changes, however,
after four or five hours of catching trout on
a river or going after bonefish in the ocean.
“When you go fishing, particularly fly fishing,
the sole focus is what the fish are doing, so all
the business stress goes away,” Daly says.
Of course, sometimes busy leaders need a
nudge to get back into that meditative state. As
a teenager, Gardenswartz was a fishing guide,
and he recalls taking a private equity pioneer on
a fishing trip. The man, who was used to fierce
competition in business, apparently wasn’t
interested in anything but the task at hand.
When the famed wheeler-dealer blurted out,
“Why am I not catching fish?” Gardenswartz
retorted with a line that now, many years later,
makes him blush. “Sir, the fish are in the water
and you spend two-thirds of your time tying
on new flies,” said Gardenswartz. The man
paused for a moment and replied: “You know,
you are right.”

•

Means of
Meditation
Number of people who:
Fish:

Bike:

Practice
Yoga:

Hike:

45.7

43.1

36

37.2

million

million

million

million

Sources: The Outdoor Foundation, Yoga Journal and the Yoga Alliance, 2016.
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The Next
Generation of
Virtual Reality
BY R E N E E M O R A D

VR’s return seeks to live up to
decades-old hype.
“Virtual reality will revolutionize
the way we live. It lets you travel
to places you’ve never been and see
things you’ve never seen and do
things you’ve never done, without
ever leaving the room.”

T

hat’s what a news report said
about virtual-reality technology
… in 1991. Back then, if you wanted
to try VR, you went to the local
arcade, stepped into a circular pod
and put on a heavy, ugly headset.
Then you whipped your head
around and flailed your arms for
three minutes to view a completely
unrealistic-looking environment
or shoot wonky-moving aliens. It
was expensive to play, the graphics
weren’t particularly good and, if
you were unlucky, you got a case of

Real gear
for a virtual
experience
Some of tech’s biggest
names have released
their take on virtualreality hardware.
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nausea after taking off the headset.
It wasn’t surprising that VR wound
up as much a fleeting 1990s fad as
parachute pants.
But VR’s capabilities may finally
be catching up to the 26-year-old
hype. Programmers can create
better-looking worlds, whether
they’re computer-generated or
based on a real-life environment
(museums have set up VR tours for
students who live nowhere near
the museum). Anyone can have
a low-end VR experience using
almost any type of smartphone
and a specially designed cardboard
box. Plop the phone in the box, put
the box up to your face and, voilà,
360-degree views.
Unlike Virtual Reality 1.0, this
time many of the applications are

Sony PlayStation VR

HTC Vive

$400

$800

Immersive experience, but only works
with Sony’s PlayStation 4 console ($300).

Considered the top-of-the-line
system; it needs a powerful
computer to run.

GADG ETS

geared toward the business world.
“Executives are finding a wide range
of value in VR, and that includes
applications for virtual boardrooms,
medical or auto simulations, and
even virtual presentations where a
product shows up on a table in an
augmented way to really enhance
the exhibition,” says Stephanie
Llamas, head of VR/AR strategy at
the market research firm SuperData
Research. This spring, mega-retailer
Walmart said it will expand VR
training to its 200
employee-training
centers this year.
Sales of VRrelated tech are
expected to take
off. According to
SuperData Research,
sales of VR headsets have jumped
79 percent year over year to reach
$1.5 billion in 2016. By the end of
2017, that number is expected to
increase to $3.6 billion. Individual
VR headsets are considerably
lighter and cheaper than they
were 26 years ago, too. It still isn’t
for everyone (nausea can still be a
problem for some users), but individuals who want to try immersive
VR have an assortment of gadgets
from which to choose.
The Sony PlayStation VR
headset requires that you also own
the PlayStation 4 game console but

provides a fully immersive experience. You’ll find yourself jolted
into a world of whimsical graphics
and realistic motion tracking.
Just be sure to keep an object-free
safety zone around your range of
motion; when you’re pointing, say,
a special controller for the game
“Farpoint” into your VR landscape,
you risk unintentionally swinging
at nearby furniture or even at
people. Once the game starts, the
pace moves rather quickly, some-

than a game console.
If you’re in search of a lowerpriced VR system that can provide
some fun during business travel
or allows you to outfit a host
of employees with a headset, a
mobile VR system could be the
way to go. Google Daydream View
is surprisingly comfortable and
runs on the Android mobile operating system. However, it lacks
many VR apps and it’s currently
compatible only with Google’s
Pixel and Pixel XL
phones, along with
a few other select
smartphones.
(Google assures that
more phones will
support the headset
in the future.)
A better bet for mobile VR
could be the Samsung Gear VR.
Its imagery doesn’t compare to the
fully immersive experience and
high-resolution graphics of the
Sony or HTC headsets. However,
Samsung’s gear is easily transportable—all you need is a Samsung
smartphone. After positioning the
headset, you sit back in your chair
and escape into a journey that
catapults you through an exquisite
3-D sky. Soaring through the colorful swirls of Vincent van Gogh’s
“Starry Night” painting, you take
in the beauty and feel at ease.

Unlike Virtual Reality 1.0,
this time many of the
applications are geared
toward the business world.
times to the point of inducing feelings of motion sickness. “If I play
for more than 45 minutes or so, I
get a headache,” admits the Sony
PlayStation VR rep at the Best Buy
in Cherry Hill, N.J. (Sony declined
to comment.)
If you’re aiming for top-of-theline VR, consider the HTC Vive.
The system, considered by many
to be the most immersive, includes
a headset, motion controllers and
external sensors to outfit a virtual
room. Just make sure you have a
powerful computer handy; the
Vive links to a computer, rather
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Oculus Rift

Google Daydream View

Samsung Gear VR

$500

$80

$130

Facebook’s VR foray; fans like its
light, comfortable headset.

Inexpensive, but currently lacks
many apps.

Portable and comfortable; works
only on Samsung-model phones.
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SPORTS

Grab
a Seat

China: Basketball

Our global sports
guide takes a pass
on US football.

The Chinese Basketball Association is where many former star
NBA players move once their careers start to arch, and it’s where
some of China’s best homegrown talent get their start. Ticket
prices to a Beijing Ducks game start at $12.

F

or millions, the obsession begins
about now, as the cooling air and
browning leaves harken another
season of football in North
America. Some fans will don jerseys and
hibernate in TV dens while others will
watch the adrenaline-fueled body blows
in person, inside shiny, modern coliseums
filled with restaurants and shops and any
number of opportunities to drop a dime.
Contrary to at least some fans’ notions,
of course, the National Football League isn’t
the only game on our globe. In fact, while
much has been discussed about a mysterious
decline in US football fan spectating, many
other countries’ sports leagues are doing
just fine. But it does take a true sporting
connoisseur to keep track of all the leagues
out there. Few executives pit-stopping in
Tokyo will know to check out, for example, a
Yomiuri Giants game. And fewer still will try
to witness the All Blacks, which happens to
be a New Zealand national rugby team whose
world dominance is unprecedented.
All of which may be a shame, since pro
sports outside the US can be a ridiculous
bargain. (Prices at some US venues have
jumped 50 percent even since the recession.)
And besides, sporting experts say it’s hard
to calculate the true value of something as
intangible as a sporting event. “It isn’t always
the marquee matchups that matter most,”
says Paul Swaney, who reviewed 500 stadiums
for his website Stadium Journey. Think atmosphere, nice ushers, good viewing lines—all in
plenty of supply across the globe.
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BY S H A N N O N S I M S

Japan: Baseball
Baseball is huge in Japan,
and the must-see rivalry pits
the Yomiuri Giants against the
Hanshin Tigers—think of it
as Japan’s version of Yankees
versus Mets. For about $50
you can see a great league
rivalry while enjoying some
Asahi beer and a bento box in
the Tokyo Dome.

New Zealand: Rugby
Despite the fervor in England over rugby and the soaring ticket prices,
New Zealand remains the top-ranked country in the world in the sport.
But you’ll pay to see the All Blacks play: sometimes more than $500 for
a ticket. Is it worth it? Fans say the Auckland atmosphere more than
makes up for it.

Australia: Cricket
At least in one part of the world, ticket prices are dropping. This year,
Cricket Australia, the national league, dropped its ticket prices for the
season, which means it is now possible to see a match for $30.

WORLD OF SPORTS

Russia: Ice Hockey
Each year, Russia’s national ice hockey team
ranks among the world’s best. The best place
to catch some of these top-ranking players
is with the Saint Petersburg team, SKA. SKA
stands for “Sport Klub of the Army,” and in fact
the team was originally made up of Leningrad
military officers. With game attendance high,
ticket prices for this peek into Russia’s history
and favorite sport hover around $100.

Dominican Republic:
Baseball
The professional season starts in
October and lasts until the end of
January, which means you can
see players from Major League
Baseball in the Dominican leagues.
Games are often played at the
massive Quisqueya Stadium in
Santo Domingo, where ticket prices
average just $5.

Ghana: Soccer

Brazil: Soccer

In recent World Cups, Ghana has made a strong showing for the
future of African soccer. So it should come as no surprise that the
soccer matches played in Ghana can be some of the best in the
continent. In the capital of Accra, it is possible to catch a game
between rivals Hearts of Oak and Asante Kotoko for anywhere
between $2 and $22—a small price to pay for a chance to see
some of the country’s World Cup–quality players.

There are no shortage of soccer games being played at
any moment in Brazil, which means there are plenty of
tickets to choose from on any given week. For just $10,
you can usually get a ticket to see Botafogo, one of Rio de
Janeiro’s most beloved teams, play a home game.
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The Art of
Disagreeing (Nicely)
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In a precarious world, disagreements can
in the brain (and lord knows how blessed we’d be
become a very big deal. It’s impossible for governto tap into those more) are designed for people to
ment leaders everywhere to agree, of course, but
look at each other’s faces. “In person we pick up
their ability to disagree well is what matters most.
countless cues on how the other person feels and
Indeed, the theme of our cover story focuses on the
respond accordingly,” he writes.
ambiguities CEOs face nonstop these days—but
Turns out, some of those signals help guide us to
governments’ lack of skillful disagreement is at the
respond more directly to the content of what’s bugheart of it. Back in the day, didn’t we simply agree
ging us, instead of attacking the messenger or his
to disagree and move on with a plan? Now, we stew
tone. Under the cloak of electronic messaging, we
in our disagreements and wonder why nobody can
may take a whack at the character of a leader—or
plan well for the future.
the leader may return the
In an illuminating piece
swipe—and not realize that
aptly named “How to Disagree
insult was taken. Before we
Well,” Daniel Goleman, the
know it, the disagreement
noted author and expert on
ratchets up into a full-blown
emotional intelligence, as well
argument or leads to the
as a Korn Ferry columnist,
willful ignoring of a strategy.
discusses the art of amiable
Taken apart, bickering can
discord (see kornferryinstitute
actually be broken into what
Didn’t we use to
.com). Granted, the skill won’t
famed computer scientist
agree to disagree and Paul Graham likes to call the
help anyone get into the head
move on with a plan? “hierarchy of disagreement.”
of Kim Jong-un or make Brexit
talks breeze by, but it doesn’t
That’s where the lowest rung
take a genius to see that mastering a difference of
starts out with a personal attack, and the highest
opinion can ease a lot of tension in various work
level focuses purely on content. There are seven
and C-suite arenas.
stages in all, including name-calling and contraAfter all, think of the many company leaders
dicting, and it’s worth comparing them to your
who try to motivate troops around a key strategy but
own disagreements with the boss.
instead only stir up ill will with some thoughtless
But if I had one quibble—dare I say disagreement
messaging. (“We need to innovate because nobody
—it would be that it’s too easy to blame today’s
here is getting things right!”) Or consider team
modern communication. We still get things terribly
members who think a strategy is bonkers—and may
wrong face-to-face, no matter how smart those
be right—but don’t quite know how to say it.
social circuits in our brains are supposed to be.
Referencing his own work and a famous essay
Ultimately, Goleman suggests that when we come
on the topic, Goleman points out a patently
to the table to compare differences, we need to bring
obvious but easy-to-miss point: We tend to disour full bag of friendly disagreeing armor with us.
agree more when we are not face-to-face, relying
That means tools like emotional awareness and
on texts and emails. That’s because social circuits
emotional self-control. With this, I fully concur.
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orth Korea’s ruler is warned against building up
a nuclear arsenal. But, determined to do just that,
he blasts off one test missile after another. Across the
globe, the leaders of the United Kingdom and the
European Union can’t agree on the future of work-visa rules under Brexit.
Three million workers are left in limbo.
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ENDGAME

IT’S WHEN EVERYONE
HAS A CHANCE TO REACH
THEIR FULL POTENTIAL.
Introducing Korn Ferry 360.
Our new 360 offering helps you assess and
develop the competencies and behaviors
that will deliver outstanding performance.
With over 30 years’ experience
delivering competency-based offerings
to thousands of clients, we believe
we have the world’s finest intellectual
property and expertise, now consolidated
into a single, powerful suite to create
the world’s finest 360 product.
Find out more about our 360 solutions:
kornferry.com/kf360

